FORK LIFT
TRUCK HIRE
Linde‘s quality just when you need it

QUALITY ON
DEMAND

In phases of stretched capacity or during permanent business expansion, things can still be handled smoothly and fast. Linde Rental
Solutions make it happen, cost-effectivly and just a phone call away.
All around the world, we have the right forklift trucks and other
material handling equipment prepared for you to hire. Our global
rental fleet includes more than 60,000 units. Each rental truck comes
in Linde quality: perfect ergonomics, proven reliability and industryleading safety standards.
Get extra workloads covered on demand. We arrange fast delivery of
your rental equipment at the right time. Wherever you are, you will
find a Linde contact point nearby. Our rental solutions team is available to offer you the best rental solution – from one day up to one
year with full flexibility.
Linde’s quality just when you need it.

DURING

AFTER

Accessibility: Linde‘s rental service network
is so extensive that you can always be sure to
find a professional contact person near you.

Simplicity: If required, the equipment you
need can be available within 24 hours of
your order being received. Linde arranges
fast delivery of the rental trucks at the right
time, ensuring a convenient experience
and no extra hassle for you.

Guarantee: Linde‘s short term rental fleet
comes with state of the art technology at
affordable prices. This means that you avoid
any unexpected surprises, even
after the rental has ended.

Reactivity: Our experienced Linde team will
quickly offer a flexible solution to meet your
individual and specific requirements.

WE PROVIDE PEACE OF MIND FOR
YOUR ADDITIONAL WORKLOAD
New businesses may buzz, order books burst, seasonal
demands strain on distribution centres or special events need
temporary solutions: businesses are routinely forced to cover
material handling peaks with extra equipment.

BEFORE

A manufacturing site or a
distribution centre can get
very busy at times, calling
for that extra fleet of pallet
trucks, stackers, forklifts,
tow tractors etc.
No problem, we can
deliver them to you on a
rental basis – Linde quality
on time.

Industry knowledge: Linde‘s rental team is
up-to-date on the latest technology and is
also familiar with specific industry requirements to provide professional assistance and
the best rental solution.
Availability: Each Linde location has an
exclusive and modern fleet of trucks available
for short-term rentals (between one day and
one year). Comprising more than 60,000
trucks, Linde‘s global rental fleet covers all
kinds of requirements with ease, no matter
how specific the requirement is.
Flexibility: The duration of the rental period
is flexible and can be adjusted to your needs,
whether it's just a few hours, one day or up
to one year. The duration of the rental can
also be changed at short notice at any time.

Reliability: Our short term rental trucks are
fully maintained by qualified Linde-serviceengineers and they must pass a thorough
inspection before delivery. This ensures that
Linde short term rental trucks always meet
the high Linde standards as well as legal
and safety-related requirements.
Adaptability: Linde Rental Solutions offer you
as much flexibility as you could possibly
need. For example, if your application needs
change during the hire, we will deliver another truck to fit your new requirements, or we
will shorten or extend the duration of the
rental without endless bureaucracy.
Assistance: The Linde short term rental
service team will be there to help you if you
ever need assistance or additional equipment
at short notice during your rental.

Transparency: All administration and invoicing is simple and transparent. We reduce
the amount of administration done to a bare
minimum.
Satisfaction: The best way to improve our
services and solutions is to learn from your
experience and advice. Therefore we conduct
regular satisfaction surveys with our clients
across Europe.
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Linde Material Handling develops high-performance material flow solutions tailored to
individual customer needs, with which users achieve sustainable competitive
advantages. The company is one of the world‹s largest manufacturers of forklift trucks
and warehouse equipment and has been setting standards for solutions for
industrial trucks, fleet management, driver assistance systems and service offerings for
more than 50 years.

